Ultra-Light Digital Radiography for Today’s Equine Practitioner

MyRad Equine is a fully wireless, ultra-portable digital radiography solution designed to meet the needs of today’s equine practitioner. Whether your practice is mobile, clinic based, or both, MyRad Equine will meet your needs.

With a focus on portability and productivity, the MyRad Equine has streamlined the approach to image acquisition by using powerful exam auto-sequence software and removing the need for wires.

ANY GENERATOR, ANYTIME
With Canon’s AED technology, image acquisition is initiated automatically upon the panel sensing x-ray photons. This technology enhances generator compatibility by removing the need for synchronization between the x-ray generator and the panel.

CLEAR IMAGES. ENHANCED WORKFLOW. A MORE ACCURATE DIAGNOSIS.
Crystal Clear Images: Only MyRad Equine incorporates our exclusive software configuration for the best image quality on the market.
High-resolution Viewing: Five megapixel monitor with an optional touch screen for easy image interpretation.
Portability Built-to-Last: Housed in a lightweight military grade case, MyRad Equine is an ultra-light, extremely durable system designed for the equine environment.
Superb Performance: Exceptional digital radiographic images, large area detection, easy transport and simple setup.
Productive: Equine-specific defined protocols, quick processing with images in approximately 3 seconds, seamless DICOM® integration.

OPTIMIZED WORKFLOW
A seamless user experience, only available with MyRad Equine from Universal Imaging.
Tailor your system to your practice.

**myRad Cases:** With or without an integrated panel charger. Starting at 15lbs.

**myRad Panels:** Two available sizes to suit your application.

**myRad Accessories:**

- **TOUGHCART**
- **PANEL BAG**
- **PANEL CASE/HANDLE**
- **TUNNEL (CARBON FIBER)**